Advanced Propulsion
and Energy IV
January 18 – 22, 2022

There are unexplored, undiscovered, and probably unexpected ways of generating forces and energy
There are many fundamental questions remaining in physics, observational data we do not understand, and
phenomena we observe and experience that we cannot explain
New understandings of the nature of light, gravity, energy, and the life force are needed
Open heart-to-heart discussions with the freedom to speculate and be an explorer

“I would rather have questions that can’t be answered rather
than answers that can’t be questioned” Feynman

“Cherish those who seek the truth but beware of
those who have found it.” Voltaire

What are your questions? What are your thoughts on the edge?
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Action: Breakthrough needed NOW
Energy of thought, questions, and coherence
Wednesday: Light

Thursday: Fluctuations
Friday: Gravity

Saturday: 2nd Law

MIT IAP
Advanced Propulsion
and Energy I, II, & III
2019, 2020, 2021
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Charles Chase Background
Lockheed Martin Skunk Works & Space Systems

• Director / CTO of UnLAB, a non-profit co-founded with Kate McKinnon
• Lockheed Martin Sr. Technical Fellow, retired

• Founded Revolutionary Technology Programs, the technological front
end of the Skunk Works
• Engineered materials, plasma systems, power and energy,
human performance, fusion, aerospace vehicle design, etc.
• Inventions have transitioned from conception to application and are
still in production today, used on current Skunk Works platforms
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Palm Springs California

Junior Colleges

Line Cook, Sous Chef

UC Berkeley
BS Electrical Engineering &
Computer Science

Joined Skunk Works in 1986
directly from UC Berkeley
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Helendale Avionics Test Facility (HAF)

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/15746/lockheeds-helendale-radar-signature-test-range-looks-right-out-of-science-fiction
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LIqRshUoPc&t=78s
https://www.flightglobal.com/lockheed-checks-x-47b-rcs/63252.article
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The UnLAB is dedicated to representing and speaking for the ideas
themselves. Our overall goal is to help turn breakthrough science into
disruptive technologies for our nation, all people and the planet.

501(c)(3) non-profit

To further human understanding, we sponsor collaborations by
bringing thinkers from diverse fields together, holding conferences
on edge technology, visiting schools and universities, and providing
educational outreach to a diverse population of students and
professionals across all walks of life.

Fundamental Research Grants
ONR “Disruptive Technology Development”
Focused on scientific disruptions

DARPA/DSO QUEST “Non-equilibrium Vacuum Fluctuation Forces”
Collaborators: Professors Shanhui Fan (Stanford), Alejandro Rodriguez (Princeton), and Jim Gimzewski (UCLA)

Limitless Space Institute “Asymmetric Potential Vacuum Fluctuation Forces”
Collaborator: Professor Yuval Dagan (Technion)
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Climate Rate of Change is Accelerating

The highest recorded rate of change in CO₂ before the Industrial
Revolution is less than 0.15 ppm per year, 1/20th of today

During the Palaeocene Eocene Thermal Maximum (~55 million years ago)
atmospheric temperatures increased by 5-8°C within a few thousand
years resulting in one of the largest known extinctions of ocean life
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All-Time Temperature Records Set in 2021
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>750 Million Still Without Electricity
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Delicate Balance between Bound and Unbound
Hydrogen Bonds
Water

DNA

Hydrogen-bonding carries information about solutes
and surfaces over significant distances in liquid water
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Unlimited Abundance
From What we Have Here on Earth
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Unlimited Abundance
and From What Comes to Us
Charge

Mass

“In Search of Stardust: Amazing MicroMeteorites and Their Terrestrial
Imposters” Jon Larsen

Auroral Birkeland currents: up to
1 million amps, driven by “solar wind”

Stardust

Fields

Photograph By Javier Alfaro Guillen, Myshot

“Light”

1370 W/m2

We have seriously distorted our “electron belt”

Meteorites over last 20 years
~50 tons / day

“Cosmic Rays”
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Decline in Innovation, Increase in Papers and Journals

The number of technology events per year comes from a list of 8583 important
events in the history of science and technology compiled by Bunch and Hellemans

~28,000 active scholarly peer-reviewed journals
~2.5M papers / year
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Power Law of Breakthrough Innovation – Breakthroughs Will Happen

Number of Innovations (log scale)

Many

?

Few

Breakthrough

Incremental
Innovation Impact (log scale)
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Fundamental Physics Questions
95% of the Observed
Universe is Unknown

Vacuum energy of free space based on the cosmological constant:
~ 10−9 joules/m3
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) prediction (Plank scale cutoff):
~10113 joules/m3

Electron: wave, particle, potential
difference, interaction

Standard Model Lagrangian:
19+ Experimentally Determined
Parameters
Hubble XDF (eXtreme Deep Field)
10 years of images
~5,500 galaxies
Each galaxy has billions of stars

Tonomura, Hitachi
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Disappearing Stars

100+ missing stars!

Cosmological?
Dyson spheres?
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Neutron lifetime depends on how it is determined

Proton appearance in neutron beam
9 second difference
Neutron disappearance from bottle trap
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Phenomena we can’t explain
Unidentified Aerial Phenomena

Savants
•

Remember every word in 12,000 books

•

Know day of week of any date
Stephen
Wiltshire

•

Calculate numbers up to 39 figures

•

Recite from memory Pi to 22,514 decimal places

•

Draw an accurate and detailed city landscape after seeing it once

F-18 FLIR Videos near Nimitz
Aircraft Carrier

Extraordinary Human Capabilities

My own position is that ESP
is real, as the anecdotal
evidence suggests, but
cannot be tested with the
clumsy tools of science.
Freeman Dyson

Hutchinson
Effect

Ingo Swann perturbs
shielded quantum
magnetometer

Pauli effect: Functioning device
and Wolfgang Pauli may not
occupy the same room

St Joseph of
Cupertino
(1603-1663)
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Things we thought were impossible

“Heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible”
Lord Kelvin, President Royal Society, 1895

“That Professor Goddard … does not know the
relation of action and reaction, and of the need to
have something better than the vacuum against
which to react, of course he only seems to lack
the knowledge ladled out in high schools”
NY Times, 1920

“Nobel Laureate, Peter Debye, told me that it couldn’t be done.
It would never work. I didn’t tell him I had already done it”

“A rocket will never be able to leave the
Earth’s atmosphere”

George Heilmeier on Invention of Liquid Crystal Displays at RCA, 1964

NY Times, 1936

“There is something called a warp drive, there are extra dimensions,
there is a Casimir effect, and there's dark energy — all of these things
are true. But there's zero chance that anyone within our lifetimes or
the next 1,000 years are going to build anything that makes use of
any of these ideas, for defense purposes or anything like that.”
Sean Carroll, Caltech, 2018
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Theories

Propellantless Propulsion
Devices

McCulloch

NASA Johnson Space Center

NASA Marshall Helical Engine

White
Shawyer

SPR Ltd, others
“EmDrive”

Woodward “Mach Effect”
Cal State Fullerton
NASA NAIC Phase 2 Funding

Tajmar, NRL, others
Null Results
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So Many Ideas!
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So Many Ideas!
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So Many Ideas!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo65n1Jx5UaPHN6Fz9SpuaA/videos
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“Pulsar Putz”
We better not get it wrong

https://astroanarchy.zenfolio.com/p529257917/h273fc753#h273fc753
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Conservation of Energy?
We guarantee first law compliance through a bookkeeping system that
easily accommodates new energy sources when they are discovered

Energy (Joules): “the ability to do work”
Work: “the ability to move against a force”
Force: broken symmetry / boson exchange

Example Types of Energy
Gravitational
Kinetic
Potential
Heat
Elastic
Electrical
Chemical
Radiant
Nuclear
Mass
Coherence
Thought
Questions

“It is important to realize that in physics today, we have no
knowledge of what energy is. We do not have a picture that energy
comes in little blobs of a definite amount. It is not that way.”
Feynman
“Look at what I can do on one piece of chicken!”
Kate McKinnon

“What a strange machine man is!
You fill him with bread, wine, fish,
and radishes, and out comes sighs,
laughter, and dreams.”
Nikos Kazantzakis
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Entropy?

Second law of thermodynamics: entropy (disorder) always increases:
•

Is the universe a closed system?

•

Is there equilibrium at universal scale?

•

A “system box” can be defined to be any size so that energy taken from one part of
the system locally could be from another distant part of the system

•

Based on ensemble behavior, not detailed balance of individual entities

•

Poincare Recurrence Theorem (a consequence of Liouville’s theorem) shows that all
trajectories return arbitrarily close to where they started. Atoms in a room starting
in a small area will return to their initial condition after some time.

“Makes one wonder about the second law of thermodynamics, doesn’t it?”
Jack Wisdom and Gerald Jay Sussman, “Structure and Interpretation of Classical Mechanics”
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Gauge and Reference Frame
We are moving
(~370 km/s relative to CMB)

There is a potential difference
(~100 Volts/m)
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Observer Position
How are we feeling about our universe?

Can’t see what is on the other side

Striving to see more

General Relativity non-linear equations
– 6 equations with 10 unknowns
Many unexplored
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The models we have give us the results we expect
Observations are baked in:
• Lorentz invariance

• Energy conservation
• Fluctuation-dissipation
• Maxwell energy tensor

• Speed of light in vacuum
• Causality

Propellentless Propulsion?

Tachyons?
Marcus Reid

• Charge conservation

?

• etc

Mode closing assumptions,
terms, and conditions
Over Unity?
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Some Fundamental Questions
1.

What is the fundamental nature of energy?

of light?

2.

Does energy exist independent of our physical reality?

3.

Why does frequency = energy (E = hf)?

4.

Speed of light? Why don’t we consider the oscillations while moving at c (internal vs external motion)?

5.

What is light (EM) before we interact with it?

6.

Why does momentum = wave number (k = p/h) in matter waves?

7.

Source of inertia?

8.

Wave or particle? Momentum increase or decrease in material?

9.

Is there energy in human potential: unrealized actions and thoughts?

Is light a fundamental whole after all?

10. Are vacuum fluctuations immutable and conservative?
11. Is there an information / consciousness imprint in the fluctuations of the Universe (hum)?
12. Life force?
“Science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. And that is
because, in the last analysis, we ourselves are a part of the
mystery that we are trying to solve.”
Max Planck

“What we see is not Nature in itself, but Nature
exposed to our method of questioning”
W. C. Heisenberg

“You know, it would be sufficient to really understand
the electron”
Albert Einstein
“Revolutionary ideas come from nonsense. If an idea is truly a
breakthrough, then the day before it was discovered, it must have
been considered crazy or nonsense or both—otherwise it wouldn’t be a
breakthrough.”
Burt Rutan
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Complexity (degrees of freedom) Acts Like (is) a Force
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Our Brains
Brain Brain

Microbiome

Enteric Nervous System
(Gut Brain)
500 million neurons (2/3 the size of a cat
brain) produces 95% of serotonin & 50%
of dopamine in our bodies

Endocrine System
Chemical Brain
(Long term memory)

Nervous System

Intracardiac Nervous System
(Heart Brain)
The heart neurons send more signals
to the brain than vice versa.

Subconscious Brain

The Brain we are part of
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Words are reductionist, many could be better
Words influence and govern our physical conception and what can be accomplished
“At any given time, discussions in and around any given topic take place using a language that presupposes a world
view or zeitgeist. The world view itself limits what ideas are expressible. We are all prisoners of the language we have
created to develop our understanding to its present state. The very concepts and ways of thinking that have led to
progress in the past are often the source of blind spots that prevent progress into the future.”
Carver Mead “The Nature of Light: What are “Photons”?” Proc. of SPIE, 2013

Some examples of words that could be holding us back:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quantum Vacuum / Zero Point Energy / Vacuum or Quantum Fluctuations / Vacuum Ground State / The Continuum / Aether
Virtual Particle
The informal description of blue as "cool" and red as
Paranormal
"warm" is exactly opposite the actual temperature
Light Temperature
change involved in black-body radiation
Speed of Light
etc, etc

Grant abstracts that are longer than the average abstract,
contain fewer common words, and are written with more
verbal certainty receive more money from the NSF
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Current UnLAB Focus Areas
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Generation of Forces and Energy from Vacuum Fluctuations

“Non-equilibrium Vacuum Fluctuation Forces”
•
•

Predicted conversion of fluctuation differences to
motive force
Detailed design of optical levitation experiment to
demonstrate conversion

“Asymmetric Potential Vacuum Fluctuation Forces”
•
•

Theoretical prediction of propellentless propulsion with
infinite ISP using resonant tunneling diodes
AFM cantilever experiment designed
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Gravitational Induction

UnLAB; Charles Chase / UC Merced; Nathan Inan / Konfluence Research Institute; Lance Williams
CONCEPT

EM to Gravity transduction via induction
process for force generation and
long-range communication

HR001121S0032 DSO Office-wide BAA
Abstract Summary Slide Template

APPROACH

Develop the theoretical framework for the gravitational law
of induction flux rule

Analyze gravitational induction effects described by General
Relativity with both matter and electromagnetic sources
Analyze electromagnetic induction effects from gravitational
fields
Outline experimental validation approach

IMPACT

CONTEXT

Electromagnetically induced gravitational forces enabling
rapid propellentless propulsion and unlimited satellite
repositioning including in cross-range

Coupling between superconductors and Gravitational waves
has been extensively studied including gravitational plasma
frequency and penetration depth in a superconductor

Gravity wave communication through the Earth and the
ocean for unlimited submarine and other strategic
communication requirements

Work has been extended to general lattices

Program goal: Determine extent of coupling, achievable
forces, and magnitude of Gravitational communication
waves that can be generated

Gravito-Electromagnetism has been studied and the issue
with “mirages” associated with coordinate choice has been
identified
An initial flux rule in linear GR has been developed
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Information Overload – Chaotic Density
~28,000 active scholarly peer-reviewed journals
~2.5M papers / year

Rob Brezsny in his office

Thomas Young (1771 – 1829)
“The last man who knew
everything”
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QI / DATA – Questioning AI
CONCEPT
Questioning AI with a sense of curiosity that is an integral,
equal member of an engineering / scientific research team

APPROACH
• QI would be an active participant, providing relevant information
during meetings based on ongoing discussion, angles of
investigation not previously considered, speeding and furthering
the group’s work in real time
• Collect inputs continuously from the research team encompassing
their best questions, hardest problems, and research activities
such as written work, papers read, and verbal discussions (as
allowed by participants). Actively research historical writings and
communications for relevant clues and untried approaches.

• The model will pose its own unique questions based on knowledge
gathered and the active questions of the group participants,
including a sense of curiosity

IMPACT
• Rapid scientific and technology discovery requires
synthesis of a vast array of inter-disciplinary knowledge,
uncommon correlations, and deep far reaching questions
that cannot be fully grasped by any team
• The speed and diversity of technical and scientific
knowledge development can lead to a sudden unforeseen
breakthroughs
• Goal: Demonstrate application of curious QI as a team
member of an active on-going scientific / engineering
discovery team

CONTEXT
• Current active machine learning research that use largescale scientific databases for developing “Science of
Science” models and determining embedded word
semantic meaning such as funded by AFOSR
“Fundamental Dynamics of Scientific Discovery” Minerva
program
• Open source software such as Google TensorFlow and
word2vec and UCB Intrinsic Curiosity AI Module , GPT3
• Tools developed through DARPA Artificial Intelligence
Exploration (AIE) program
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Coherence Model – QI – Questioning AI
• Make a machine learning large-scale data and network model an integral member of an engineering / scientific research team
• Enhance collaboration between people, ideas, and science through identification of group correlations and by providing facts based on an
active machine awareness of ongoing discussions and research
• Build on current active machine learning research that use large-scale scientific databases for developing “Science of Science” models and
determining embedded word semantic meaning
• Collect inputs from the research team encompassing all of their best questions, hardest problems, and research activities such as written
work, papers read, and verbal discussions (if allowed by the participants)

• Incorporate existing large-scale data sets of published papers, patents, citations, scientific networks, etc and combine this with its
knowledge of the group’s work to ascertain brand-new correlations
• The model would be an active participant in the group’s activities, providing relevant information during meetings based on the ongoing
discussion, providing angles of investigation that had not been previously considered, speeding and furthering the group’s work in real time
• The model will ultimately pose its own unique questions based on knowledge gathered and the active questions of the group participants
• Apply to the complex system of the paper – proposal - grant – performer - program manager – transition process
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Flow Fertilizer

Operated independently on individual farms

On-Farm Fertilizer Production
from Sun/Wind, Air
& Water

Environmentally friendly fertilizer where its needed
Projected that 1B+ people would have increased access to food
Can be powered by renewable energy (~5 kw/acre)

Nitrate concentration and pH level adjustable to meet specific crop
needs, integrate with indoor farming

Eliminates:
Cost to run other than periodic maintenance
Raw materials like natural gas
Green house gas emissions
Solid fertilizer storage

Flow

Fertilizer-caused water pollution
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Fertilizer production is a
polluting industrial process
exclusive to wealthy large
nations

Haber-Bosch is the only scalable process (developed in 1913)
1.5% of total world CO2 emission
2% of the total world energy supply

$1B+ to build
Requires location near natural gas source
Giant centralized facilities and distribution networks

Fertilizer unaffordable and unavailable for African and other smallholder farmers
Island and small nations do not have self-sufficiency
US farmers do not have independence
World population growth continually increasing fertilizer demand

Haber-Bosch Fertilizer Plant
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Flow Fertilizer Works
Generated in the Lab and
Tested on Crops

Ned Kahn
Designer / Artist /
Fabricator

Professor Sergey Macheret
School of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
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Contemporary Geometric Beadwork
Fellowships & Scholarships Fund

https://beadmobile.wordpress.com/the-cgb-fellowshipsscholarships-fund/
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STEM Outreach with Savannah State University (HBCU)
Unsuccessful Navy Pursuit
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Energy of thought, the power of questions
Our brain uses ~0.18 calories each minute
Runs on ~12 watts
How many thoughts per minute?
What is your interval rate?

Mendeleev: “I saw in a dream, a
table, where all the elements
fell into place as required.
Awakening, I immediately wrote
it down on a piece of paper.”

Oil by Ivan Kramskoi, 1878

Michael Faraday: If a magnet could be
isolated, it ought to move constantly in a
circle around a current-carrying wire

Faraday Museum at the Royal Institution
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MIT IAP Advanced Propulsion & Energy IV
Tuesday – Saturday
January 18 – 22, 2022
Wednesday 1/19/22

Tuesday 1/18/22
Action
10:00 – 10:45 Eastern
10:45 - 11:00

Intro

National Service Program

11:30 – 11:45

1:30 – 1:45

Discussion
Disruptive Technology
Development
Discussion
Octopus Brain Coherence /
Atmosphere of Sound
Discussion

1:45 – 3:00

Lunch

3:00 – 3:45

Emergent Emergency

3:45 – 4:00

Discussion

11:45 – 12:30
12:30 – 12:45
12:45 – 1:30

Charles
Chase

UnLAB

Discussion

11:00 - 11:30

4:00 – 4:45

Protein Sound

4:45 – 5:00

Discussion

Intro to Day
Charles & Kate

Light

Kate
McKinnon

UnLAB

10:00 - 10:45

Fock Laser

10:45 - 11:00

Discussion
Wave Interactions with Hard
and Soft Resonant Structures
Discussion
Non-reciprocal thermal
radiation and its implication
for energy harvesting
Discussion

11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 12:15

David
Lewis

DARPA

Victoria
Vesna

UCLA

12:15 - 1:15
1:15 - 1:30
1:30 - 2:30
2:30 - 3:15

Jim
Gimzewski
Markus
Buehler

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86717769187

UCLA

MIT

3:15 - 3:30
3:30 - 4:30
4:30 - 5:00

Lunch
Effective mass of a photon
and achieving cosmic scale
accelerations in a lab
Discussion
A surprisingly promising new
approach to fundamental
physics
Discussion

Nick
Rivera

MIT

Mike
Fiddy

UNC
Charlotte

Shanhui
Fan

Stanford

Igor
Smolyaninov

UMD

Stephen
Wolfram

Wolfram
Research

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85151598830
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Thursday 1/20/22
Intro to day
Kate & Charles

“Vacuum” Fluctuations & Oscillations
10:00 - 10:45 Fluctuation Forces

Friday 1/21/22

Charles
Chase

UnLAB

10:45 - 11:00 Discussion
11:00 - 12:00

de Broglie Waves / Classically
based quantum behavior

Technion

12:00 - 12:15 Discussion
12:15 - 12:45

Fluctuation-Dissipation Based
Energy and Forces

12:45 - 1:00

Discussion

1:00 - 2:00

Lunch

2:00 - 3:00

Quantum Field Fluctuations:
Probability Distributions and
Physical Effects

3:00 - 3:15

Discussion

3:15 - 4:00

Hydrodynamic Quantum Field
Theory

4:00 - 4:15

Discussion

4:15 - 5:00

Dynamic Vacuum Model

10:00 - 10:45
10:45 - 11:00

Yuval
Dagan

Yoichiro
Tsurimaki

Lawrence
Ford

John
Bush

Sonny
White

Intro to day
Kate & Charles

Gravitational Forces and Transduction

11:00 - 12:00

12:00 - 12:15
12:15 - 1:30

Experimental Gravity &
The Search for Anomalous
Forces
Discussion
Testing and Development
of Revolutionary
Propulsion Concepts
Discussion
Lunch

George
Hathaway

Hathaway
Research
International

Martin
Tajmar

Technische
Universität
Dresden

Lance
Williams

Konfluence
Research
Institute

Nathan
Inan

Fresno State

Ray
Chiao

UC Merced

Stanford

Tufts

1:30 - 2:15

The nature of Kaluza
scalar charge

2:15 - 2:30

Discussion

2:30 - 3:15

Superconductor Meissner
effects for gravitoelectromagnetic fields

3:15 - 3:30

Discussion

3:30 - 4:30

Transduction of EM and
GR waves via SC charged
rings, and a Hertz-like
experiment

4:30 - 5:00

Discussion

MIT

Limitless
Space
Institute

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83468452498

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87604599325
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Saturday 1/22/22
Society for Scientific Exploration

Advanced Energy Concepts Challenging the
Second Law of Thermodynamics
10:00

Beyond the thermodynamic limit: A
template for second law challenges

Daniel
Sheehan

UC San Diego

11:00

Charging capacitors using graphene
fluctuations

Paul
Thibado

University of
Arkansas

12:00

Theoretical analysis of thermionic
Germano
emission as a way to harvest heat energy
D'Abramo
at a uniform temperature

12:50 - 2:00

Ministero
dell’Istruzione

Lunch Break

2:00

Energy renewal: isothermal utilization of
James
environmental heat energy with
Weifu Lee
asymmetric functions

Old Dominion
University

3:00

George
Fundamental issues in energy harvesting
Hathaway

Hathaway
Research
International

4:00

Extracting zero-point energy: does it
violate the second law?

University of
Colorado Boulder

5:00 - 6:00

Garret
Moddel

Panel Discussion: Evidence for violation
of the 2nd law

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84314009933
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